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Abstract— This paper presents a bilateral telemanipulation
framework where the master and slave sub-systems have
different kinematic structures. A virtual object is defined on
the master and slave sides and used to capture the human hand
motion and to compute the related force feedback. The force
feedback is determined imposing that the same wrench acts
on the master and slave virtual objects. An abstraction from
the sub-system structures is obtained focusing on the effects
produced on the manipulated object. The proposed approach
has been tested with an experimental setup consisting of two
haptic interfaces able to capture index and thumb motions on
the master side and a DLR-HIT Hand II as slave sub-system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A bilateral telemanipulation system enables interaction
between a human operator and an environment without requiring direct physical contact between them [1]. Ideally, the
telemanipulation system is transparent to the user, i.e. does
not distort the perception of the environment. The aim of
transparency has to be pursued maintaining the closed-loop
system stability regardless of the operator behaviour. These
concepts are generally in contrast and a unique approach cannot be applied. Many solutions have been proposed to solve
bilateral telemanipulation in a wide range of scenarios [2].
Tasks are usually performed by a mechanical manipulator
(slave) remotely controlled by a human operator provided
with a force reflecting interfaces (master). Haptic interfaces
can, thus, enable the interaction with the remote environment.
Kinematic structures of master and slave devices are typically
different [3], [4]. Moreover, the complexity of the whole
system increases when complex grippers or robotic hands
are considered as slave devices and a force feedback is
required on the human hand fingers [5], [6]. An universal
kinematic interface, independent from the device structures,
is needed to solve kinematic asymmetries. However, while
different solutions have been proposed to map human hand
configurations onto robotic hand with dissimilar kinematics
[7], [8], there are few studies on how to compute the correct
force feedback.
In this work we present a telemanipulation framework
that can deal with kinematic asymmetries between master
and slave structures. A new approach for force feedback
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Fig. 1: Working principle of the proposed telemanipulation
algorithm. The virtual object is used to map the human hand
motion and to compute the force feedback.

computation is considered. The main idea is to define two
virtual objects on both the master and the slave sides and to
impose a correspondence between the twist/wrench applied
on these objects. Such correspondence provides basic building blocks to translate human hand motions into movements
of a robotic hand, as well as to compute the correct force to
be rendered by the haptic devices. The proposed approach
is both sufficiently abstract to overcome the discrepancies
between human and robot kinematics and dynamics, and
enough simple to be executed in real-time. For the sake
of simplicity, we focused only on in-hand manipulation
assuming the real object on the slave side already grasped.
We tested our approach using two Omega.3 haptic devices by
Force Dimension as master device and a robotic DLR-HIT
Hand II [9] as slave device.
The paper is organized as it follows. Section II summarizes
the main equations of robotic grasping used in the teleoperation framework. Section III deals with the description of
how the motions of the master devices are mapped onto
the slave one and how the force feedback is computed. In
Section IV the setup used to validate the approach is outlined,
while in Section V the experimental results are presented and
discussed. Finally Section VI addresses concluding remarks
and future works.
II. G RASPING BACKGROUND
In this section we summarize the main equations necessary
to define grasp properties. Further details on robotic grasp
theory can be found in [10].
Let us consider a generic hand grasping an object with
nc contact points. Two reference frames, {N} and {B}, are
respectively defined on the hand palm and on the grasped object. The vector u = [oT φ T ]T ∈ ℜ6 describes the information
on the relative configuration between such frames. The vector
o ∈ ℜ3 denotes {B} origin position with respect to {N}, and

φ ∈ ℜ3 is a vector describing their relative orientation. In
a quasi-static framework, the external load wrench applied
to the object, indicated with w, is balanced by the contact
forces, whose components are collected in the contact force
vector λ . The dimension of this vector depends on the model
adopted to describe the contact. In this paper we consider
a Hard Finger (HF) contact model [10]. With this type of
model, at each contact point w has three force components
and no moments, then the dimension of the contact force
vector λ is nl = 3 nc. The force and moment equilibrium
equation for the object is described by the following equation
w = −G λ ,

(1)

have a grasp in an initial reference equilibrium configuration,
and to apply a small change of the hand joint reference values
∆qre f . By linearising the general equilibrium relationships in
eq. (1) and (4), it is possible to evaluate the corresponding
configuration variation. In particular, the relative object displacement ∆u is given by
∆u = V ∆qre f ,

where V = (GKGT )−1 GKJ, V ∈ ℜ6×nq . The equivalent stiffness K can be evaluated as K = (Kc−1 + JKq J T )−1 [12].
Similarly, the contact force variation ∆λ generated by ∆qre f
can be evaluated as

ℜ6×nl

where G ∈
is the grasp matrix. For a complete
discussion of the contact models and the definition of the
grasp matrix G, the reader is referred to [10]. By applying
the static-kinematic duality relationship, we can express a
generic displacement of the contact points on the object
∆po ∈ ℜnl as a function of the object displacement ∆u as
∆p0 = GT ∆u .

(2)

Solving eq. (1) for the contact forces we obtain
λ = −G# w + NG ζ ,

(3)
∈ ℜnl ×h

G#

where
is the pseudoinverse of grasp matrix, NG
is
a matrix whose columns form a basis for the nullspace of G
and ζ ∈ ℜh is a vector parametrizing the homogeneous part
of the solution. The generic solution of the homogeneous
part λhom = NG ζ , represents a set of contact forces whose
resultant force and moment are zero, and are referred to
as internal forces. The structure of the hand has to be
considered to define which internal forces can be actively
controlled [11]. The relationship between hand joint torques
τ ∈ ℜnq , where nq is the number of actuated joints, and
contact forces is:
τ = JTλ ,
(4)
where J ∈ ℜnl ×nq is the hand Jacobian matrix. The hand
Jacobian relates the contact point displacements on the hand
∆ph to the joint variable variations ∆q
∆ph = J∆q .
Details on the definition and computation of hand Jacobian
matrix, can be found in [10]. Introducing compliance in the
model is necessary to solve the problem of force distribution
when the grasp is statically indeterminate or hyperstatic
[10] and to consider local deformation at contact as well
as compliance at joint actuation level. Starting from an
initial equilibrium condition, the contact force variation is
expressed as
∆λ = Kc (J∆q − GT ∆u) ,
(5)
where Kc ∈ ℜnl ×nl represents the contact stiffness matrix. If
we consider the joint compliance [12], the joint torques can
be expressed as
∆τ = Kq (∆qre f − ∆q) ,
where Kq ∈ ℜnq ×nq is the joint stiffness matrix and ∆qre f is
the variation of the joint reference value. Let us assume to

(6)

∆λ = P ∆qre f ,
I − G#K G



ℜnl ×nq ,

(7)
G#K

where P =
K J, P ∈
with
pseudoinverse of grasp matrix G weighted with the stiffness matrix
K [11]. Eq. (7) defines the relationship between the input
joint reference variations and the corresponding contact force
variation. A basis matrix E for the subspace of controllable
internal forces can be therefore defined as
 
R(E) = R I − G+
K G KJ ,
with R() representing the image space. Eq. (6) shows
how the object displacements ∆u can be controlled from
one equilibrium configuration to another by modifying joint
reference values ∆qre f . Among all the possible motions of
the grasped objects, rigid-body motions are relevant since
they do not involve visco-elastic deformations in the contact
points. Considering eq. (5) and imposing ∆λ = 0, the rigid
body motion can be obtained by solving the homogeneous
system



 ∆q
T
J −G
=0 .
∆u
Let us then define a matrix Γ, whose columns form a
basis of such subspace. Under the hypothesis that the object
motion is not indeterminate [10], i.e. N (GT ) = 0,
/ meaning
that the object is completely restrained by contacts, neither
redundant, i.e. N (J) = 0,
/ matrix Γ can be expressed as




Γqc
Γ = N J −GT =
,
(8)
Γuc
where the image spaces of Γuc and Γqc consist of coordinated
rigid–body motions of the mechanism, for the hand joint references and the object position and orientation, respectively.
It is worth to recall that R(Γuc ) ⊆ R(V ), i.e. rigid-body
motions of the object are not all the possible controllable
object motions.
III. T ELEMANIPULATION F RAMEWORK
This paper focuses on bilateral telemanipulation between
dissimilar kinematics. Grasps with multiple contacts are
taken into account. We assume the object in the slave
side already stably grasped. Only two reference points are
tracked, index and thumb fingertips, using two 3 DOF
haptic interfaces. More than two contact points are allowed
between the robotic hand and the real object. To overcome
the problem due to different numbers of contact points on
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+

Fig. 2: Schematic overview of the proposed bilateral telemanipulation framework. The forward mapping defines how to
move a remote robotic hand, given the norm of the distance between the haptic device end-effectors on the master side
and the position of a virtual object grasped with them. The backward mapping renders the forces perceived by the slave
sub-system on the haptic interfaces.

the master and on the slave sides, the presented method is
designed in the object domain. We exploited the main entities
relevant for the robotic grasping introduced in the previous
section considering two separate problems: the control of the
internal forces and the rigid body motion of the object. In
this paper we do not discuss about the passivity layer which
is designed using well known techniques, based on [13].
In the rest of the section we describe how the proposed
telemanipulation framework can be used abstracting from
master and slave kinematics. We refer to forward mapping
to indicate all the passages necessary to reproduce the
motion captured in the master side in the slave side. All the
procedures needed to map forces measured on the slave side
onto the master side are referred to as backward mapping.
In Fig. 2 a scheme of the telemanipulation framework is
reported.
A. Forward mapping
There are several solutions in literature that deal with
mapping a master device motion onto a slave device. Using
fingertip mapping [14] or pose mapping [15] it is possible
to track only certain important points on the hand and to
try to reproduce their motion on the robotic hand. These
solutions can be implemented when the number of tracked
reference points is equal or bigger on the master side than
on the slave side. Consider for instance a tracking system
able to track only two fingertips on the master side and
an anthropomorphic robotic hand on the slave side with 5
fingers. The problem can be solved only introducing some
heuristic to estimate the robot hand motion [16]. When the
force feedback is considered it is difficult to use the same
heuristics since they could lead to unexpected behaviours on
the master side. For these reasons, we consider the effects
on a virtual object instead of the single contribution of
the fingers. This solution allows to generalize the algorithm
to different contact points number and positions without
focusing on the kinematic of master and slave sides.

Let {Nm } indicate the reference frame set on the base of
one device and let p1,m and p2,m represent the position of
the two device end-effectors, both computed with respect
to {Nm } as showed in Fig. 3a. The virtual object is obtained considering the line connecting the two fingertips as
pictorially represented in Fig. 3b. Let us indicate with dm
the norm of the distance between the two fingertips, i.e.
dm = kp2,m − p1,m k. Note that the virtual object idea can
be extended to an arbitrary number of reference points by
considering for instance a sphere as virtual object defined
as the minimum volume sphere containing the reference
points [7].
Let {Bm } represent a reference frame of the virtual object
(see Fig. 3b). om ∈ ℜ3 denotes the position of {Bm } origin
with respect to {Nm }. The object center om is considered as the mid-point between the two haptic device endeffectors. Consider also φm ∈ R3 a vector describing the
relative orientation between the frames (e.g. Euler angles).
Let furthermore um = [oTm φmT ]T ∈ ℜ6 collects information
on position and orientation between the above mentioned
frames.
Starting from an equilibrium configuration and considering
a small change of the hand posture it is possible to evaluate
from eq. (2) the corresponding object displacement ∆um as
∆um = (GTm )# ∆pm + NGTm ψ ,
where pm = [pT1,m pT2,m ]T ∈ ℜ6 groups the two reference
points on the master side, NGTm is a matrix whose columns
form a basis of N (GTm ) and the vector ψ parametrizes the
homogeneous solution to the equilibrium problem described
in eq. (2). Considering the particular configuration of the
master sub-system proposed in this work and the contact
model used (HF), the nullspace of GTm matrix is not empty.
However, we did not consider this aspect since the available
Omega.3 cannot provide measures about the rotation along
the axis connecting the two reference points.
Consider now the robotic hand on the slave side grasping
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Fig. 3: The master sub-system setup. (a) Two Omega.3 haptic
devices. Both p1,m and p2,m are expressed with respect to the
same reference frame {Nm }. (b) The virtual object with its
own reference frame {Bm }.

Fig. 4: The slave sub-system setup. (a) A DLR-HIT Hand
II with the contact points pi,s (i = 1, . . . , ncs ) expressed with
respect to the reference frame {Ns }. (b) The real cube with
its own reference frame {Bs }.

an object using ncs contact points, and indicate with ps ∈
ℜ3ncs the resulting contact point location vector, expressed
with respect to the reference frame {Ns } depicted in Fig. 4a.
A second virtual object is considered for the robotic hand.
It is defined by the fingertip positions involved in the grasp
of the real object. The virtual object center os is considered
as the mean position between the contact points,

R(P NV ), NV is a matrix whose columns form a basis for the
subspace N (V ), ŷ is evaluated as ŷ = (Ev )# n, and n ∈ R3 ncs
is the vector of the normals to the contact surface. This part
of the solution depends on the system compliance, defined
through the stiffness matrix K, that takes into account both
the contact and the joint compliance, as discussed in Sec. II.
The projection on the R(P NV ) subspace avoids to move the
object while the internal forces are modified, as detailed in
[17]. The displacements defined in eq. (9) and (11) are related
to the reference contact points. It is worth to observe that if
the grasp of a real object is considered, the reference points
ideally can move inside the object, while the real contact
points lie on the surface. The penetration of the reference
points inside the object is proportional to the contact force,
according to the compliant model described in the previous
section.
Combining eq. (9) and (11), we get the displacement of
the reference points on the slave side

os =

1 ncs
∑ pi,s .
ncs i=1

Note that in this work the approaching phase is not
considered since we are focusing on manipulation more
then on grasping issues. We assumed to determine the same
grasping matrix for the real and the virtual objects in the
slave sub-system.
The final target of the forward mapping is to move the manipulated object accordingly to the virtual object defined on
the master side, while guaranteeing the stability of the grasp
in the slave sub-system. We considered a generic motion on
the master side as a composition of a rigid body motion
and a deformation of the virtual object, that can be related
to an internal force contribution. The master rigid body
motion is mapped on the slave one, while the internal force
variation applied by the master sub-system is projected on
the slave subspace of controllable internal forces. Therefore
the motion decoupling allows to independently control both
the component variations.
Referring to eq. (8), the rigid body contribution to the
motion of the reference points on the slave side, can be
computed as
∆ps,RB = J Γqc Γ#uc ∆um ,
(9)
where J is the Jacobian matrix of the slave device. To deal
with different initial positions of haptic device end-effectors
we introduced a scaling factor as
sf =

1 ncs
∑ kpi,s − os k ,
ncs dm i=1

(10)

computed at the beginning of the telemanipulation task.
Concerning the internal forces, the contribution in terms of
reference point displacement can be obtained as
∆ps,IF = K −1 Ev ŷ ∆dm s f ,

(11)

where K ∈ R3ncs ×3ncs is the contact points stiffness matrix,
Ev is a matrix whose columns form a basis for the subspace

∆ps = J Γq Γ#uc ∆um + K −1 Ev ŷ ∆dm s f .
Finally, the displacement of the robotic hand joints ∆qs is
computed as
∆qs = J # ∆ps .
In this work we assumed that the robotic hand is not
redundant, i.e. N (J) = 0.
/
B. Backward mapping
In this section, we describe how to evaluate the forces to
be rendered on the master side. The final aim is to display the
wrench acting on the real object grasped by the slave device
to the user. This part of the solution does not consider the
specific kinematics of the master and slave, but it focuses
only on the effects imposed by the manipulated object.
Consider τ ∈ Rnq as the vector of the torques measured at
the joints. It is possible to compute the forces at the contact
points as
λs = (J T )# τ + NJ T χ ,
(12)
where NJ T is a matrix whose columns form a basis of
N (J T ), and the vector χ parametrizes the homogeneous
solution to the equilibrium problem described in eq. (4).
The corresponding wrench acting on the slave side can be
estimated as
ws = Gs λs ,

where Gs is the grasp matrix evaluated for the slave hand
grasp. By imposing that the wrench to be rendered on the
master virtual object wm is the same applied at the slave side
ws and recalling eq. (3), the arising forces to be rendered by
the haptic interfaces λm ∈ ℜ3ncm are
λm = G#m Gs λs + NGm ξ ,
where NGm is a matrix whose columns form a basis of
N (Gm ) and ξ is a vector parametrizing the homogeneous
part of the solution. ξ can be selected considering the human
hand skills in terms of joint torques and muscle activity
as proposed in [18]. In this work NGm ∈ ℜ6×1 and ξ ∈ ℜ
since only two contact points are taken into account. We
then evaluated ξ as
kNGm ξ k = k(I − G#s Gs ) λs k .
The term k(I − G#s Gs ) λs k represents an estimation of the
total amount of forces exerted on the real grasped object.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
The proposed algorithm has been evaluated with a series
of experiments carried out with a teleoperation system composed of two Omega.3 haptic devices on the master side and
a DLR-HIT Hand II on the slave side. Each of the haptic
interfaces has a thimble instead of the default end-effector
to easily fit a human fingertip (see Fig. 3a). Since only inhand manipulation was considered, the operator was asked to
keep its wrist firm during the tasks execution. The position
of the right interface is strictly related with the one on the
left, since only a reference frame for the master side was
used as introduced in Sec. III. A preliminary calibration test
is therefore fundamental to place the devices in the correct
positions, making coherent the whole master side in terms
of reference frames. The object grasped by the DLR-HIT
Hand II is a cube with a side of 3 cm, whose position was
computed with respect to {Bs } as shown in Fig. 4b.
A multi-thread software is built to let the heterogeneous interfaces communicate together since each controller presents
a specific sampling rate. Since the robotic hand motors
cannot follow such high sampling rate and the amount of
data to be processed at each loop is too large for that speed,
we set the refresh frequency of the slave sub-system fs thread
around 200 Hz. The difference in terms of sampling rate
between the threads is exploited to manage possible force
spikes on the master side. The force signals read from the
robotic hand were smoothly applied to the human fingertips
during the b ffms c extra cycles on the master sub-system, with
fm as master frequency. In the same way, the position of the
virtual object received by the robotic hand was evaluated as
the mean between the positions tracked.
V. R ESULTS
In order to validate the performances of the proposed
framework, five male subjects, age range 24 − 30, all righthanded, took part to two experiments. Two of them had
previous experience with haptic interfaces. None of the
participants reported any deficiencies in their perception
abilities. The participants were asked to wear the thimbles,

one on the thumb and one on the index finger and complete
a proposed task.
The first experiment consisted in moving the virtual object
on the master side and in replicating its displacement on
the real cube, holding it with a three fingers grasp (i.e. the
fingertips of thumb, index and middle finger). To emphasize
the effectiveness of the rigid body motion contribution on
the forward mapping procedure, the rendering of the internal
forces was disabled. In this way, independently from how
much the subject squeezed the virtual object on the master
side, the initial internal force value of the slave side remained
constant. Six virtual walls were introduced in order to avoid
users to reach the boundaries of the robotic hand work-space,
where joint singularities were experienced. This approach
limits the work-space of the master devices, however since
an in-hand manipulation was considered, these limitations
did not significantly affect the experiments. Fig. 5a shows
the trajectories of the virtual object and the real cube,
considering for both [0 0 0]T as the initial position. Fig. 5b
illustrates the sum of the absolute values of forces measured
by all the robotic hand fingers and the sum of the absolute
values of forces rendered by the haptic devices. Both the
plot of x and z axis (see Fig. 3 and 4 for reference frame
orientations) was nearly 0, as expected considering rigid
body motion. The higher values on the y axis are due to the
poor quality estimation of the contact forces using eq. (12).
In the second experiment, the backward mapping was
validated. The subjects were asked to reduce the distance
between the thimbles to squeeze the object grasped by the
robotic hand. Fig. 6 reports the sum of the absolute value
of forces applied on the user fingertips with respect to dm .
For the sake of clarity, we reported only two subjects in the
plot. It is worth to underline that forces on the slave side
are evaluated using three fingers, processed by the proposed
algorithm and rendered on the two contact points on master
side. The different slopes of the interpolation lines are related
to the scaling factor considered (eq. (10)), since the two users
started from two different initial positions. The bigger is the
scaling factor, the higher is the force provided to the users
with respect to specific value of dm .
VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper a new telemanipulation framework that can
deal with kinematic asymmetries between master and slave
structures has been presented. The force feedback has been
computed by imposing the same wrench estimated on the
real grasped object on a virtual object defined on the master
side. This solution focuses on the effects on the manipulated
object and allows to abstract from the device kinematics. Two
manipulation experiments have been proposed to validate the
approach. We considered the object on the slave side already
grasped by the robotic hand. This assumption was useful to
define the grasp matrix for the real grasped object. A grasp
approaching phase may be considered as an extension of the
algorithm proposed. In the proposed approach, the human
operator cannot directly control all the slave device motions.
Regardless the number of contacts it has, slave device applies
internal forces along directions belonging to the N (V ) only,
then allowing no object movements. Those directions are not
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Fig. 5: Experiments for the forward mapping validation. (a)
Trajectories of the virtual object on the master side (blue) and
the cube in slave sub-system (red). (b) Sum of the absolute
value of the forces evaluated by the robotic hand torque
sensors (red), and the sum of the absolute value of the forces
applied back on the Omega haptic devices (blue).

fixed or a priori chosen, but they are dynamically determined
during the telemanipulation task. Similarly a movement on
master side, is mapped onto R(Γuc ), thus only the rigid
components are actively reproduced on the slave side. As
future work we are testing different slave systems which can
be useful for medical applications, especially when different
sensor inputs have to be combined.
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